No medals at Olympics for 3D TV

London 2012 Olympics has offered an epic event—great athletes, thrilling games and the record number of viewers. But it has done absolutely nothing, when it comes to generating buzz on new broadcast glue.
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New algorithm said to scrub nets for threats

Semi market growth seen as doubling

Researchers in Switzerland are claiming to have developed a new source-location algorithm they say could replace the brute force method of identifying...
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The researchers hope to use their algorithm to trace down the source-location of malware, spam, ...

MIT develops multicore programming language

Researchers at MIT's Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL) have developed a programming language called Halide for the...
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Can this be ported to an FPGA (and I am not referring to a multiple processor cores in the FPGA, ...
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What were they thinking: a use for body piercing?

Hmmmm... you want specifics... difficult... My set of strange piercings would include any male with ...
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Yoshida in China: Taiwan-China superpower?
as most japeneses already know, no need to panic for japanese folks, they can all switch to ...
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http://www.evdl.org/docs/plasmaboy.pdf
A well written tale of what can go wrong.
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Glichn wave solder machine with bench-top and lead free model LF230A is one of new breakthrough products in August of 2012.
By product research, many
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Preparation to use wave solder machine
By glichn on 08.09.2012
Wave soldering machines have been in hands, but there are some preparatory works have to do before operate the machine. Here taking wave soldering machine LF250

I'm sorry, they were "shown" a phone or a video of someone using a phone. Phones, by design are ...
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Glichn wave solder machine with bench-top and lead free model LF230A is one of new breakthrough products in August of 2012.
By product research, many
"offline"? WTF? Does that mean they can come online when someone pushes the right buttons? FIRED...
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Massacre at IBM, a case study

Nvidia says Android tablets have arrived

Nexus 7 is half of the price of Apple iPad. Not really! Well! If the cheaper iPad is used to go ...
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Surge protection—Stop fried electronics

While you're fixing stuff Carolyn, on page 2nd para is: "6 feet of 18AWG wire has approximately ...
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FinFETs­on­SOI can double battery life, says GSS

I will give another reason why the ultra-thin 6nm or below Si channel transistor might not work by ...
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Today's HP is not the original Silicon Valley company. It just has the name. HP started as a test
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How to Choose Rework Station

BGA rework station is a repair system to solder and desolder defects during soldering SMD components as empty soldering, short circuit and others.
Main
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Along with reflow station, one also needs part placement system. How about accurately placing BGA ...
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Wave soldering machine in electronic industry

Wave soldering machine is used in through hole printed circuit assembly and surface mount system. Electronic components are soldered to a printed circuit board
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